ABSTRACT

Background and objectives: Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and long-term acquired disability. It is of great importance to seek ways for improving motor, sensory, and cognitive function after stroke and brain injury. In this regard, therapeutic exercise is the most commonly used method of rehabilitation that can significantly reduce the severity of functional damage. The aim of the present study was to investigate effects of eight weeks of forced treadmill training on cognitive and motor functions in ischemic rats.

Methods: Fourteen adult male Wistar rats were divided into an exercise group and a control group (no exercise). Occlusion of both common carotid arteries was made to induce cerebral ischemia. Twenty-four hours after the induction of ischemia, the subjects in the exercise group were subjected to treadmill running, five days a week for eight weeks. The skilled ladder rung walking task was used to evaluate motor function before and after the stroke.

Results: The number of errors was decreasing in both groups, but significant differences were observed in the motor function between the two groups in the third, fifth, and eighth week.

Conclusion: Our results suggest that post-ischemic exercise might modulate ischemia-induced hippocampal injury and ameliorate the subsequent memory and motor impairment.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a leading cause of death and long-term disability worldwide (1, 2). Despite the decrease in the incidence and mortality rates associated with stroke in high-income countries, the condition in low- and middle-income countries has worsened noticeably over the last four decades (3). It is estimated that about 15 million new stroke cases occur annually, five million of which lead to mortality and another five million suffer from permanent disability, thus imposing a burden on families and the community (4). Ischemic stroke accounts for 80-85% of all strokes, and is caused by a sudden obstruction of a major feeding vessel, which reduces local blood flow and oxygen and nutrients delivery to the affected brain tissue (4-6). The hippocampal CA1 region plays an essential role in learning and memory functions. The pyramidal neurons in this region are highly vulnerable to degeneration and cerebral ischemia (7, 8).

In an experimental study, occlusion of bilateral common carotid arteries led to progressive cognitive impairment and significant loss of cells in the hippocampal CA1 subfield (9). Ischemic stroke usually causes permanent damage to the brain tissue, which often leads to long-term decline in motor, sensory, and/or cognitive function, all of which significantly reduces the quality of life of patients (10, 11). There is currently no approved method of improving brain recovery after stroke. Thus, identifying potentially useful compounds or methods for recovery and improved functioning of the brain is a priority (12). Moreover, discovering neuroprotective factors for use during or after a stroke event is necessary (13).

Today, therapeutic exercise is the most common method of rehabilitation that can significantly reduce the severity of functional damage (14). Previous studies have shown the positive effects of exercise on physical recovery after stroke via improvement of muscle strength and tone, walking ability, and pulmonary functioning (15-17). These exercises usually include wheel running, voluntary and involuntary exercise, and forced treadmill running, all of which can contribute to motor function improvement (18). Treadmill exercise has been studied for many years as a strategy for promoting locomotor recovery (19-22). It is generally used in subacute stroke period, which is known as the golden time for treatment and recovery (23). However, in recent years, post-stroke treadmill exercise in the subacute phase has been thought to induce more brain damage. Treadmill exercise has been used as a compulsory exercise in animal studies, which may produce stress and negative effects on animals’ recovery. The hippocampus is an important target of stress hormones that can influence structural plasticity of the hippocampus (24). However, Ahn et al. showed that long-term treadmill exercise improves memory impairment by reversing the decreased expression of synaptic cell adhesion molecule in the hippocampus of rats with transient cerebral ischemia (25). Some other researchers believe that treadmill exercise has neuroprotective effects (26, 27). Given the controversy regarding the effect of treadmill exercise on motor function recovery (18, 27, 28), the present study aimed to investigate effects of eight weeks of forced treadmill training on cognitive and motor functions in ischemic rats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Semnan University of Medical Sciences, Iran (code: IR.SEMNAN.REC.1397.057). Fourteen adult male Wistar rats (weighting 260-300g) were purchased from the Amol Pasteur Institute, Iran. The animals were housed in standard cages, under controlled environment (22-24 °C, 45-50% humidity, and 12:12h light/dark cycle), with free access to food and water. All experiments were performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The subjects were randomly divided into two equally-sized study groups: an exercise group (eight weeks of post-ischemic exercise) and a control group (no exercise). Occlusion of both common carotid arteries was made in all animals. To induce transient cerebral ischemia (29), the rats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/xylazine (40 mg/kg), an both common carotid arteries were exposed and freed from the carotid sheath, then the vagus nerve was detached carefully. Both common carotid arteries were blocked for 45 min using microclips. Subsequently, the carotid arteries were freed and inspected for immediate reperfusion. By releasing the clips,
blood flow was restored. Rectal temperature was maintained at 36.5±0.5 °C during the surgery using a feedback-regulated heating system. After the surgery, the animals were returned to their home cage and kept separately for four days. Twenty-four hours after the induction of ischemia, subjects in the exercise group were subjected to treadmill running, five days a week for eight weeks. Before the treadmill training began, the rats were familiarized with the activity for 10-15 min at 15 m/min and 0% slope for two days. Initially, electrical shocks (1.0 mA) were used to force animals to run forward. Then, they ran without electrical stimulation. In the first week, the subjects ran at speed of 18 m/min (0° slope) for 20 min five days a week. The duration and intensity of exercise and treadmill slope were increased gradually, so that the animals were running for 50 min at 30 m/min (10° slope) in the eighth week (30). In order to monitor any stress induced by treadmill running, body weight was monitored every three days.

The skilled ladder rung walking test was used to measure motor function in the contralesional forelimb before and after the stroke, according to a method described previously (31). At first, all 14 rats were exposed to a skilled ladder rung walking apparatus and then allowed to cross the apparatus three successive times for two days. At the beginning of each trial, the rats were placed on a platform at one end of a horizontal ladder obstacle with randomly spaced rungs. The subjects were filmed with a high-definition video camcorder (Canon, Japan) while walking across the bars to a platform at the opposite end. Three complete trials were recorded in each test (at baseline and 24 hours, one week, three weeks, five weeks and eight weeks after the induction of stroke). In addition, the subjects mass was measured and recorded on each test day. All videos were scored based on the errors in the task in an observer-blind manner. Foot or paw placement on the rungs (Figure 1) was rated based on its position and using a 7-category scale (Table 1) (32). To quantify the lesion volume, the subjects were euthanized with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (100 mg/kg), perfused with 0.9% saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde.

The brain was removed and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours at 4 °C, cryoprotected by 30% sucrose, and then flash frozen. The specimens were stored at -80 °C until sectioning. The frozen brains were sectioned at 50 µm on a cryostat, and then processed via cresyl violet staining as described elsewhere (33, 34). Figure 2 shows the results of cresyl violet staining of brain sections. Normal distribution of data was assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Independent-samples t-test was used to compare differences between the groups, and within-group differences over time were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA; Version 16.0) at significance level of 0.05.

**RESULTS**

As shown in figure 2, the proportion of live cells deceased from 90-90% to 35-40% after the induction stroke. However, this decrease was somewhat reversed in the exercise group after the training intervention (60-70% live cells). At baseline, we detected no significant difference in terms of performance and mean digit scores between the two groups (P=0.71). Twenty-four hours after the stroke, the number of errors significantly increased in both groups (P<0.001). The mean scores had a decreasing trend in both groups. However, significant changes were observed in the fifth and eight week in the control group and in the third, fifth and eighth week in the exercise group. Following stroke, significant differences were observed between the two groups in the third, fifth and eighth week (Figure 3).

### Table 1 - Rating scale for foot placement in the skilled ladder rung walking test (32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Type of foot displacement</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Total miss</td>
<td>Deep fall after limb missed the rung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deep slip</td>
<td>Deep fall after limb slipped off the rung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Slight</td>
<td>Slight fall after limb slipped off the rung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Replacement</td>
<td>Limb replaced from one rung to another</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Correction</td>
<td>Limb aimed for one rung but was placed on another Or: Limb position on same rung was corrected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Partial placement</td>
<td>Limb placed on rung with either digits/toes or wrist/heel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Correct placement</td>
<td>Midportion of limb placed on rung</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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occlusion of the common carotid arteries for 20 minutes. The functional disabilities caused by stroke are usually retained for years or even decades, resulting in a lifelong decline in quality of life (34, 36). It has been proposed that physical exercise may improve neurological impairment by impeding neuronal loss following brain injury (38). The results of the present study indicate that treadmill training might accelerate the recovery of sensorimotor, behavioral, and learning function in rats after bilateral common carotid artery occlusion.

DISCUSSION

Bilateral common carotid artery occlusion is one of the easiest and the most reliable methods of inducing stroke in animal models. Temporary blockage of carotid arteries could cause neuronal cell death in the hippocampal CA1 region and therefore result in a decline in spatial learning and memory (35, 36). In the present study, occlusion of common carotid artery for 45 minutes caused a significant damage to the hippocampus. To induce transient cerebral ischemia, Aboutaleb et al. (37) and Erfani et al. (29) both performed
artery occlusion and induction of stroke. Performing endurance exercise (run and/or reach training) five days after the induction of stroke increased recovery of skilled reaching ability but did not modulate gross motor skills, such as postural support (forelimb asymmetry test) and gait (ladder rung walking test) (39). In another study, pre-ischemic running on treadmill for four weeks, five days a week significantly reduced brain edema and neurological movement disorders caused by brain ischemia and reperfusion in male rats (40).

Pre-stroke exercise in form of treadmill running (30 min a day for three weeks) decreased neurologic deficits and infarct volume in the frontoparietal cortex and dorsolateral striatum (41). Lovat and coworkers investigated effects of pre- and post-ischemic exercise on hippocampal glial cells following global cerebral ischemia in Wistar rats. They reported that the post-ischemic exercise modified astrocyte and microglia immunostaining in the hippocampus and partially reversed the ischemia-induced increase on the area occupied by microglia (42). The precise mechanisms through which physical exercise can exert neuroprotective effects are not understood (38). It is demonstrated that insulin-like growth factor-I may be involved in the protective effect of exercise against hippocampal injury and the subsequent memory impairment. This potent neurotrophic hormone has been shown to Conflict of interest. Neurotrophic factors such as nerve growth factor and brain-derived neurotrophic factor, which can induce neural regeneration (44).

CONCLUSION
It seems that physical exercise may be a beneficial approach for the prevention or enhanced recovery of lifelong disabilities caused by stroke. Our results suggest that post-ischemic exercise might modulate ischemia-induced hippocampal injury and ameliorate the subsequent memory and motor impairment. However, more studies should be conducted in this regard in order to determine the appropriate type, duration, and intensity of exercise.
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